Prospects for large-scale association studies rely on economical methods and powerful analysis. Representing available SNPs by small subsets and measuring allele frequencies on pooled DNA samples each improve genotyping cost effectiveness, while haplotype analysis may highlight associations in otherwise underpowered studies. This manuscript provides the mathematical framework to integrate these methodologies.
S INGLE-NUCLEOTIDE polymorphisms (SNPs) are
aaaaCaaaa atatGtata the markers of choice for high-throughput association studies aimed at dissecting complex traits (Risch ttttCtttt and Merikangas 1996; Kwok 2001). Several economiand say that C/G is causal; then none of the other zation strategies have been proposed, to enable SNP SNPs will be as strong as the second haplotype, and no genotyping on a whole-genome scale: First, there is no haplotype will be as strong as the causal SNP. This deneed to type each of the millions of available SNPs. By bate could be further compounded by issues pertaining discarding redundant markers, only a small, representato the number of degrees of freedom or to multiple tive set of SNPs needs to be typed, the tagging SNPs testing (Akey et al. 2001) . (Johnson et al. 2001; Judson et al. 2002) . Second, by Indeed, several studies present simulations (Zollner pooling samples, e.g., of, respectively, cases and controls, and von Haeseler 2000; Akey et al. 2001 ) and data allele frequencies in each pool can be measured and (Daly et al. 2001) where the haplotypes highlight associcosts per sample greatly reduced (Sham et al. 2002) .
ations for which single SNPs are underpowered. Second, Two complementary analytical approaches for largehaplotype analyses provide a simplified means for the scale association studies are currently advocated, focusconduct of large-scale genetic analysis. Last, accumulaing, respectively, on single markers or haplotypes. Diftion of data about haplotype structure (Patil et al. 2001 Let us now consider these two approaches in the context where haplotype analyses contribute increased power of DNA pooling. While pooled single-SNP analysis sim-(e.g., when neither the causative SNP nor any other SNP ply compares allele frequencies among cases and conallele on the same haplotype is included in the analyses).
trols (Sham et al. 2002) , the use of haplotype analysis Consider, for example, the three haplotypes is less trivial, as pooling loses the individuality of allele combination, obfuscating the sample haplotype content. these h haplotypes apart (see Table 1b ). Unfortunately, We now turn to the bigger challenge of haplotype frequency inference, using pooled samples. This would also A demonstrative, theoretic example, where h Ϫ 1 SNPs are not sufficient to recover haplotype frequencies, is shown. Observe that the binary value of SNP3 is always the sum of binary values of SNP1 and SNP2. Thus, the frequency of the "1" allele of SNP3 is always the sum of the corresponding frequencies for SNP1 and SNP2. The resulting 4 ϫ 5 matrix is only of rank 3, and thus although individual haplotypes are distinct, their frequencies cannot be recovered from SNP allele frequencies. This haplotype configuration also demonstrates that single-haplotype analysis is insufficient to detect the potential effects of SNPs 1, 2, or 4, which would require that groups of haplotypes be considered.
the minor allele of the ith SNP is present in the jth several pools are sampled per population, but also magnified during the computation of haplotype frequenhaplotype. Our basic observation is that cies, as these may be sums and differences of several v ϭ Mu.
(1) measured values. We demonstrate, by simulation of measurements in real haplotype blocks, that this magniAn equivalent formulation is suggested by Barratt et fication is tolerable (Figure 1 ).
al. (2002). We hereby develop this idea and analyze
Yet another oversimplification concerns the assumpconditions for which it will be applicable.
tion that all haplotypes are completely known, whereas If and only if the matrix M attains a full rank of h Ϫ in practice a small fraction of the samples are expected 1, its inverse matrix M Ϫ1 can be used to recover u: to have rare, unknown haplotypes (Gabriel et al. 2002) .
(2) While this is seemingly an independent problem, it can in fact be considered as a variant of the inaccuracy This implies that s must be at least h Ϫ 1 for the recovery issue we have addressed above: A SNP allele frequency to be possible. Furthermore, if the original s SNPs are measured in the presence of some rare haplotypes will sufficient for recovery of haplotype frequencies, then approximate its frequency without those haplotypes; the one can always choose h Ϫ 1 tagging SNPs, which are sufficient as well (see appendix a). Interestingly, the coalescent situation, which is the worst for recovery of a single haplotype, is guaranteed to be the best case for inference of haplotype frequencies always requiring h Ϫ 1 representative SNPs (see appendix a).
In general, however, h Ϫ 1 SNPs may not be sufficient to recover allele frequencies. If several SNPs partition the set of haplotypes in exactly the same manner (see, e.g., SNPs 1 and 19 in Table 1a ), these SNPs are information-wise completely equivalent and will not contribute the required h Ϫ 1 distinct frequency measurements. Moreover, in some cases of a rank smaller than h Ϫ 1, even h Ϫ 1 distinct, unequivalent SNPs may not suffice for recovery of frequencies (see Table 2 ). Fortunately, these cases are the peculiarity, rather than the rule. To demonstrate this, we have examined all 536 blocks (2002) . Only one of these blocks required h SNPs was assumed to be measured up to a normally distributed for recovery of its frequencies (see Table 3 ) and not a error with standard deviation 0.02. We examined all haplotype matrices in Gabriel et al. (2002) that had two to six haplotypes.
single block required more than h SNPs.
We simulated measured SNP allele frequencies as inaccurate So far, we oversimplified and assumed genotyping was measurements of real allele frequencies. Simulation was reiteraccurate, yet in reality SNP allele frequencies are mea- The practical implication of these results is the enablement of powered haplotype analysis to be afforded h Ϫ 1 SNPs may not be sufficient:
by the economical approaches of pooled genotyping an example from real data and representative SNP tagging. This is expected to greatly improve genotyping applications, such as gene Haplotype 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 mapping for complex diseases and pharmacogenetic the h locus haplotypes are present in a locus and that 1719-1723. they are usually sufficient also for recovery of haplotype e (independent of v) in the computed haplotype tures were therefore emulated by randomizing an invertible matrix M. We assume that the true vector v of SNP frequencies. Our simulations examine the error magnification due to this M Ϫ1 multiplication. A matrix M was allele frequencies is not accurately available to us. We rather measure a vector vЈ ϭ v ϩ e, where e is a vector obtained from each block in Gabriel et al. (2002) and multiplied by a vector e of normally distributed meawhose entries are the small measurement errors for each of the typed SNPs. When using M Ϫ1 to recover the surement errors. The resulting haplotype frequency errors were registered and plotted in Figure 1 . haplotype vector using Equation 2, one actually com-
